
VT SEVA – VOLUNTEERING TOGETHER FOR SEVA (SERVICE)  

 
 

WE NEED YOU TO HELP VT SEVA CONTINUE TO ASSIST MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN. 
ONLY YOU CAN HELP THEM REACH THEIR FULL POTENTIAL! 

 
WHAT: Microsoft Windows is giving $500,000 and technology support to the global non-profit service organization that 
has the most “votes” on Facebook, twitter, and Instagram. Each time a specific post is made, it counts as a vote. 
 
WHERE: You can post your vote on FACEBOOK, TWITTER, and INSTAGRAM once a day, every day. Each post 
counts as one, so you can give up to 3 “votes” per day by posting once a day on each site.  
 
WHEN: Start voting today! Voting ends August 24th. Remember the key is to post EVERY DAY! 
 
HOW: Post the following message on to your FACEBOOK, TWITTER, and INSTAGRAM pages everyday till 
August24th.  For posting on Facebook, please use the link http://www.VTSWorld.org/Microsoft 
  

I #vote for @vtseva to #UpgradeYourWorld  to support cancer detection and treatment for low income 
women, and education to low income kids. 
 
If you need detailed information please continue to go through the remaining sections of this document. 
 
If you don’t have a twitter, Facebook, or Instagram account, create one.  It is free, and the benefit you will provide to the 
impoverished around the world, will be far greater than the effort to create and post.  
 
 
1) FACEBOOK 

 
Step 1: click on the link http://www.VTSWorld.org/Microsoft and log in to Facebook. 

Step 2: When you see the image below… 
 

… please copy and paste the following message into the “say 
something” box and then click SHARE: 
  

I #vote for @vtseva to #UpgradeYourWorld  to support 
cancer detection and treatment for low income women, and 
education to low income kids. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2) TWITTER 
 
Step 1: Click on the link https://twitter.com/ and log into twitter. 

Step 2: In the top right hand corner of the screen, click on the blue                                    symbol  

Step 3: A box will pop up. Please copy and paste the below red message in the box and click TWEET.  

I #vote for @vtseva to #UpgradeYourWorld  to 

support cancer detection and treatment for low 

income women, and education to low income 

kids. 
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3) INSTAGRAM 

 
Step 1:  

 

 
 

 
 
Step 1: Save this image onto your phone  

 
Step 2: Open up/Log in to Instagram on your phone and click on the blue and 
white square at the bottom of the screen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Step 3:  

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Step 3: click on the image of the 2 overlapping squares TO THE LEFT of the big blue 
circle. Select the saved image and hit “NEXT” twice until you get to this screen. 
 

 
Step 4: Where it says “write a caption...”, type the following red message below into the box and click SHARE: 
 

I #vote for @vtseva to #UpgradeYourWorld   
  

----------------------------------------------------------- 
VT SEVA strives every day to work on making this world a brighter future for all. It runs solely because of dedicated 
volunteers like yourself. And if we receive the most votes by August 24th, Microsoft will provide us with the funds and 
technology necessary to continue to make a difference in the lives of men, women, and children all over the world.  
 
Every day from now until August 24th, we will be sending you a reminder email. In that email will be a 
story of how VT SEVA made a difference in the life of someone around the globe.  
Your vote counts and together, WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE.  
 

For more information about VTSeva please visit www.VTSWorld.org or send email to 
Info@VTSWorld.org 
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